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Why does Kant Think that Democracy is necessarily Despotic?
luigi Caranti

Self-Knowledge and the Opacity Thesis in Kant’s Doctrine of Virtue
Aaron Halper

Physicotheology in Kant’s Transition from nature to Freedom
Nabeel Hamid

Dignity, Dementia and Death
samuel J. Kerstein

Kant on Mind-Dependence: Possible or Actual experience?
markus Kohl

A Kantian Account of Political Hopes as Fundamental Hopes
Qiannan li

The unicity, Infinity and unity of Space
Christian onof

Property and the Will: Kant and Achenwall on Ownership Rights
Fiorella Tomassini

BooK RevieWs
Robert B. Louden, Johann Bernhard Basedow and the Transformation of 
Modern Education: Educational Reform in the German Enlightenment, and 
Jürgen Overhoff, Johann Bernhard Basedow (1724–1790). Aufklärer, Pädagoge, 
Menschenfreund. Eine Biographie
(Andrea Thiele)

Macarena Marey, Voluntad omnilateral y finitud de la Tierra: Una lectura de la 
filosofía política de Kant
(Paola Romero)

J. Colin McQuillan (ed.), Baumgarten’s Aesthetics: Historical and Philosophical 
Perspectives
(Shiori Tsuda)

Carl Posy and Ofra Rechter (eds), Kant’s Philosophy of Mathematics, vol. 1. The 
Critical Philosophy and its Roots
(Lisa Shabel)
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